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June, 2017 
Are you slow, or just a slowpoke?  
 
This quarter’s cover is a duo 
of ITB-equipped E36 M3s 
that mean serious business, 
and bringing up the rear, 
a non-turbo Fiat 500 driv-
en by yours truly that puts 
up a serious fight in the wet! 
 
Slowpokes May, 2017. Fred J 
memorial week-end
 
If  you would like to see your car 
or BMW content on the cover 
of the next newsletter, feel free 
to email submission requests 
to editor@northstarbmw.org! 
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Upcoming Club Events

6th annual Pizza Run driving tour
Saturday, July 15th, 2017

Member Appreciation Picnic
Saturday July 22nd, 2017

Brookview Parkway N, Golden Valley, MN 55426

Autolieben
July 30th, 2017

Afton Alps

The Great Eclipse Driving Tour
Saturday August 19th, 2017

Bimmers ‘n’ Brats car show
Sunday September 10th, 2017

Germanic American Institute, St. Paul, MN

Apple Harvest Driving Tour
Saturday September 16th, 2017

Stay tuned for future events!
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The Great Eclipse Driving Tour

Experience this once in a lifetime event to view a total solar eclipse lasting 2 
minutes and 37 seconds!  The closest viewing location for us is eastern Ne-
braska and the eclipse takes place on Monday, August 21 just after 1 p.m.  
We’ll depart the Twin Cities on Saturday headed to western Iowa. There 
we’ll stay overnight in Sioux City along the Missouri River and the next day 
enjoy a drive through the Loess Hills National Scenic Byway (visitloesshills.
org). Sunday night we’ll stay in Lincoln, Nebraska, a vibrant university town.  
Monday morning we’ll head south to position ourselves directly beneath the 
solar eclipse path for maximum viewing time. It will be a trip you won’t soon 
forget.  Read more about the eclipse at GreatAmericanEclipse.com

When:  Saturday, August 19 thru Tuesday, August 22 (could arrive back in 
the Twin Cities late Monday, August 21, if desired)

Where:  Departs from a South Metro location to be determined later

Various lodging options have been arranged for the trip.  Check out the club 
website for more details.  The eclipse will be the news highlight of the sum-
mer, so don’t miss it!

   words by: Tom Lawell

Northstar BMW Driving Tours!
   words by: Tom Lawell
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Did Somebody Say Road Trip?

There’s no better way to enjoy your “Ultimate Driving Machine” than to 
get out on the road. It’s even better when you venture out with fellow club 
members.  There are two road trips remaining this year.  Make plans to hit 
the road and join in the fun!

6th Annual River Road Pizza Run - Saturday, July 15, 2017 - 3:00 p.m.

Explore the back roads on the Wisconsin side of the Mississippi for some 
spectacular driving.  Hidden in the rolling hills we’ll find our annual fa-
vorite Stone Barn, a wood-fired, brick oven eatery that serves incredible 
pizza in an amazing setting (www.thenelsonstonebarn.com).

Apple Harvest Express - Saturday, September 16, 2017 - 9:00 a.m.

Apples taste better when they are brought home in a BMW.  Mid-Sep-
tember is peak apple time and we are headed southeast to travel the ap-
ple orchard back roads.  Along the way we will dine at the Reads Landing 
Brewing Company. (rlbrewingco.com) 

Registration details can be found on the club website.  If you have any 
questions, feel free to email tours@northstarbmw.org

Northstar BMW Driving Tours!
   words by: Tom Lawell
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3,000 miles in to ownership, not knowing any oil service 
history on the engine, I tossed it up in the air to change 
out the engine oil and the CV axles which had torn boots 
when I bought the car -- As the oil drained, I held up the 
all too familiar translucent white oil sample bottle from 
Blackstone Laboratories to the oil stream and grabbed a 
mid drain sample to send in and assess the level of worry 
I should or should not have for this engine. The entire 
service went well, no hiccups, realatively easy to work. 
Even the spark plugs were pretty easy, they were also well 
overdue and miss matched. I removed 6 finger tight plugs 
from my engine. three different brands and styles. 
 
 Setting the car back down, checking fluid levels, 
fire up the engine to make sure I have good oil pressure 
and a lack of leaks -- all good! Driving home form the 
shop, I just think to myself ‘why the heck are these amaz-
ing cars so dang cheap?!’

Month after month, mile after mile go by, the car starts 
up every time, never hiccups. When I bought it originally, 
everyone told me ‘oh, well, its a Porsche! you absolutely 
MUST take it on the track!’, but I always reponded that I 
liked taking my little Fiat 500 out on the track far more 

Buy a Porsche they said, it’ll be fun they said

Since summer time means we’re all outside doing this and that, I 
don’t really have as much wrench time on my own projects, so in 
light of that, I decided to write a little bit about my Poorsche.  
 
My 2000 model year Boxster S 6 speed was a very expensive, widely 
praised vehicle when it launched this first year, following the rel-
ative success of the 2.5 liter base Boxster 986 of 1997. With larger 
brakes, wheels, an enlarged engine (3.2 liters), oil cooler, and beefy 
6-speed getrag transaxle.

Even though this model was deliberately neutered performance 
wise by porsche, it was still the cream of the crop at the turn of the 
millennium for two seat convertible sports cars. 
 
Almost immediately following the release of the M96 engine used 
in all boxsters and 911s from 986/996+ until very recently, the 
dealers and independents started noticing intermediate shaft bear-
ing failures. the all too familiar message board ‘IMS’. Truth be told 
there are several variants of this bearing depending on which year 
and model you get, and if your engine is original to the chassis, but 
even arguably the most problematic of bearings, the 2000.5-2005 
single row ball bearing realistically as a failure rate of less than 5% 
of units. Still an unreasonably high number, but not nearly as bad 
as nearly every keyboard cowboy would paint the picture of on the 
typical porsche forum, saying, basically, if you buy an M96 car, it 
will have IMS failure immediately.

This 2000 boxster S was a very early car, so in all liklihood, it still 
had the old style boxster dual row ball bearing and has a failure rate 
of somewhere closer to 1%. Assuming that little nugget of infor-
mation when I bought the car, I proceeded to do what every self 
respecting budget enthusiast does with a once-expensive car -- I 
started modifying it and driving the wheels off of it pretty much 
completely care-free.  
 
From a set of the finest eBay headers money can buy, to mid pipes, a 
late model 911 throttle body and plenum that I made fit. with some 
elbow grease and garage engineering, the car was putting down 
some pretty serious power and actually seemed to be really reli-
able. Most mornings cold or hot, I hopped in, turned the key and 
off I went. So much for the unreliable myth of the M96! Even with 
nearly 170,000 rounds on the bleeding digital odometer, the engine 
purred quietly, idled nicely and pulled like a freight train. About 

because of how inexpensive my weekends were and jsut how 
muchj more fun I had when there was nothing to do except 
practice the racing line.

Proving Grounds 2017 comes around for registration earlier 
this year, so naturally I pencil in the Fiat and plan to spend 
the saturday going full potatoes around BIR short course 
and having a grand, cheap ol’ time with the Fiat. Fresh 
Hawk HPS pads, fluid and some new Falken RT615K tires 
wrapped around the forged 17” alloys -- All prep work done 
and ready to go! Or, not? About a week before the track 
day, the left rear brake caliper starts dragging on the fiat. 
Seems pretty silly for a car with then 56,000 miles on it, but 
whatever, ok. I ordered up a pair of rear used calipers from 
a southern junk yard and plan to just replace both rears 
to keep everything nice and even if theres a part number 
discrepancy. Day after day goes by, no package in the mail 
with calipers, until finally, the day before the track day, the 
calipers show up at my house. Perfect, they look brand new 
-- should be an easy swap and bleed, even with twist-style 
pistons. I table the box and plan to do it later that evening, 
only to forget that the calendar showed a night out with 
friends planned well in advance that would get in the way of 
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doing that job. 

Drivers meeting 8:30am at Brainerd, I live in East St. Paul... This means I 
have to leave my house around 6am to get up to the track by meeting time. 
Fine, ok, I get up for work earlier than that all the time. I’ll set the alarm 
and do it quickly bright and early before leaving home. 
 
Back to that planned night out -- one bar turned in to two, turned in to 
four.. bars turned in to dancing and before I knew it, we were at bar close. 
2AM in downtown minneapolis. No way I was getting up in 3 hours in the 
dark to change out a caliper on the Fiat and drive to Brainerd -- I’ll just 
take the boxster. It has garbage 500 treadwear tires on it, full of good 40wt 
synthetic oil and hasn’t stepped a foot wrong since purchase. I toss in my 
room mates forgotten items, my camping gear and head to the track.  
 
That morning was lovely. bright blue skies, 67 degrees. flopped that cranky 
old german electric top down and hit the road. 
 
After meeting up with a late model Lancer Evolution X and a Subaru 
WRX  STi on the road to BIR which significantly reduced the transit time 
-- Waze showing an ETA falling over and over again to 8:15, 8:10am. I 
arrived at the gates to BIR with enough time to brim my fuel tank even. 
 
Skip right along past the gate, prepping to get on track takes quite a while, 
but just before 11am, I hop in the car, dawn my helmet and head to hot 
pit with the boxster, happily blubling away as always. Green flag from the 
corner worker, Pin the throttle and start lap 1. 
 
Immediately I notice wow these all season garbage pile tires the car came 
with are woeful at best, but that actually upped my confidence in the car 
knowing that worse tires would mean less lateral G force and with that, 
less risk of that backwards facing pancake motor of oil starving. Passing 
the pits through turn 11 on lap 1, the car is just lovely. gear shifts very pre-
cise, responsive engine and oodles of power which is something I rarely 
have on track with the Fiat! 

Lap two, starting to get a little more comfortable with the grip levels, and 
the very bad brake pedal feel, something I don’t understand at all with 
those delicious 4 pot aluminum brembos all the way around. Passing 
slower traffic, top down, on this most lovely day -- Taking the boxster up 

to the track was actually a good decision I would have to 
concede to those who pestered me so. Start of lap 3, really 
starting to dig the weight transfer of this chassis with the 
worn out suspension. tons of body movement, but predict-
able behavior meant I had a mid engine suicide machine, 
but it was at least telling me before I was about to supuku.

Heading in to the carousel on lap 3, I felt a little hesitation 
from the engine at the top of third gear, thought nothing 

of it -- gauges all read normal. Pressing on, full tilt. three 
quarters of the way through carousel I hear what sounds like 
the timing chain smacking the timing case on the engine.. 
petrified, I clutch in immediately late turn, the tachometer 
drops to idle, and then shortly after, drops to 0. Luckily I had 
enough momentum out of the carousel to coast all the way 
through turn 9, 10 and 11, and was able to get the pit out 
corner worker to let me turn in the wrong way to hot pit and 
avoid a timely tow in. 
As the car sat in service position, nothing exited the engine, 
nothing obviously wrong. no coolant in the oil, or vise versa, 
full oil on the dip stick.. no obvious metal shavings. I decide 
to not even try to fire it back up in case something decided to 
do serious damage later. Arranged with a friend to take my 
car back to the cities the next morning on a trailer to autopsy 
it and figure out what really happened, even though in the 
back of my mind, I had forum quotes floating around ‘IMS 
FML’, assuming we ate that all to commonly failing bearing. 
 
As of right now, writing this issue, the car sits up on my lift 
with the oil pan off, and a vile of test oil waiting to go in to 
blackstone. small metallic particles were evident throughout 
the oil filter which is pretty common with IMS failures.. but 
what is not common with IMS failures is COPPER shavings, 
which my engine had plenty of. 
 
Stay tuned for the complete autopsy to see if the least reliable 
part of the ‘least reliable’ porsche is really the scapegoat IMS, 
or if some other factor contributed to a clean bill of health 
engine taking itself completely apart in less than 3 laps of a 
race track with a potato behind the wheel.
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Do you want a hard copy of the newsletter?
This announcement requires action on your part!
You may choose to continue to receive a paper copy if that is your preference. Instructions are at the end of this announcement 
and will be sent to you in an email as well.

The North Star chapter of the BMW Car Club of America wants to keep you aware of activities offered by your club. We also 
enjoy presenting articles written by members. Whether in Electronic, or paper form, we will continue this service to you.

You have four months to take action if you want to receive a paper copy of your news letter. you can follow these instructions to 
change your preference at any time. 
 
1.) Go to www.BMWCCA.org

2.) Click Login, enter your user i.d. and password.

3.) Click ‘Manage Account’

4.) Click Email Preferences and Demographics 

5.) Click Email under ‘Receive Chapter Newsletter Via:’

6.) Click Update.                                                                                            That’s it! Remember, you can change this at any time.
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Do you want a hard copy of the newsletter?
This announcement requires action on your part! North Star chapter held the annual High Performance Driver’s Education (HPDE) event on June 

2nd through June 4th on the competition course at Brainerd International Raceway.  As with pre-
vious years, June 2nd was open to instructors and pre-approved, advanced level students only 
with nearly 8.5 hours of track time.  June 3rd and 4th was the traditional HPDE event with stu-
dents ranging from complete novice to advanced, assigned to run groups based upon experience 
levels.
The club had exceptional weather that was in stark contrast to the 2.5 days of rain from 2016, 
with the most legitimate complaint being heat and sunburns!  As with 2016, the club was fortu-
nate enough to have Motorwerks BMW providing along track side support for the event.  Thank-
fully somebody had the foresight to bring along umbrellas to provide some shade support for the 
track side support techs!

Following are feedback from the event from two of attendees, a returning novice and an instructor 
joining North Star for the first time whom were paired together as student and instructor.

Northstar BMW HPDE - the driver perspective

 
Courtesy of Muthu Periakaruppan
 
“As a passionate fan of the Ultimate Driving Machine and a novice at the track, The Northstar BMW 
Performance Driving School at BIR on June 2nd through the 4th provided the perfect opportunity to 
learn what my car is capable of in a safe and controlled environment. 
The thought of taking your everyday car to a real race track can seem intimidating or even cost pro-
hibitive.  However this event was seamlessly organized from the time you first sign up to your last lap 
around the track.   After registering on-line I received a nice welcome message from Tim Oudin and 
questions regarding my previous track experience to help match me to an Instructor.  The Club had 
made arrangements to have our cars inspected at Motorwerks at no charge.   Everyone having the 
inspections performed at the same time served as a great opportunity to meet the other drivers.
On the Friday before the school started, I appreciated that once we arrived at the hotel in Brainerd, the 
registration process was well organized and the color coded track schedule was easy to follow.  It is 
amazing that this event is all organized by volunteers and yet is better run than other track experiences 
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provided by businesses. 
 
Most of my friends and colleagues asked if I “raced” my 
car at the track.  I explain that while for insurance pur-
poses the event cannot be called a racing event, the 
experience is truly educational and focused on safety.  It 
is appropriately called a “school”.  I was matched with a 
perfect Instructor, Rick Tanler, who actually races with a 
Porsche racing team! Rick was a great teacher and by the 
end of the event, I was feeling the line.  I appreciate that 
the Instructors focus on driving skills and understand-
ing the performance of your car over just speed.  Proper 
technique and commitment to driving smooth will make 
you a faster AND safer driver in the long run.  Rick’s calm 
instruction helped me learn the intricacies of learning how 
to manage my most difficult turns, specifically turns 3, 10 
& 12.  We focused most on turning out as I tended to turn 
too early.
 
Other than driving the track itself, I enjoyed riding with the instructors in their cars.  This really helps put 
into context what Rick was telling me while I was driving and what we were learning in the classroom.  It 
also helped illustrate what driving smooth means.  Tony Stoy’s racing BME e36 sedan was an awesome 
ride as well as Steve Nelson’s Porsche Cayman GT4.  Rick brought up his wife’s yellow VW Bug and that 
was very enlightening seeing how much he got out of that car!  It reinforced that the driver is more im-
portant that the car.

 
That was one of the most important points for me from the 
school.  While the advanced drivers have performed signif-
icant modifications to their track cars and most run special 
track tires, it is less intimidating for the novice or newcomers 
to the track knowing that we can run stock cars.  As Rick 
explained, it’s all a matter how much you want to push the car 
on the track. Thus I am more inclined to come back knowing I 
can invest more in the set up but am not necessarily required 
to do so.  It is great that our club partners with Glacier Lakes 
Audi and the Audi Club announced their October session at 
BIR.  I definitely plan to sign up!
 
Tyler’s classes were a great setup for each track session as 
we were able to focus on certain aspects each time before we 
headed out on the track.  His presentations were well thought 
out  and all the students appreciated the free form discussion 
to address specific questions.

HPDE (continued)
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Auto Edge 
651-777-6924 

We service most vehicle makes and models 
Rental cars available at our location

Pick Up and Delivery options available  Professional Alignments to suit your driving needs 

Custom Roll Cage Design and Installation

In-house dyno 

Maintenance, Performance, and Track Prep

Check out our project cars on
AutoEdgeRacing.com

We are your local source for Active Autowerke,  
Fabspeed, Moton, Forgeline, HRE and more! 
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HPDE (continued)
The most important takeaway from the experience is SAFETY.  It was emphasized throughout the 
process.  That is the most important reason why this was such a fun weekend.  With the strict no 
nonsense approach, I felt more safe on the track with my Instructor than on 394 with the huge 
SUV’s whose distracted drivers are on their cell phones.  Knowing the rules are strictly enforced 
actually made me focus more on learning.
When I came to the track, my initial goal was just to drive fast and I would be excited if I could 
pass another car and then be upset if another car passed me.  However I learned that what is most 
important is to Drive your Line!
 
Thank you to all the volunteers and instructors who in addition to their time, put so much thought 
into the event and the student’s learning!”

 
From Rick Tanler, driver of what is likely to be the only VM Beetle to drive with North Star at BIR!
“The BMW CCA event this past weekend was many firsts.  The First time instructing for the club’s 
HPDE.  The first time on the competition course at Brainerd.  The first time driving a Beetle any-
where near a race track.  And, making new friends.  
 
 I had two better choices for a suitable track car than my wife’s yellow Beetle.  Long story on that 
front.  I had no intention of driving a beetle on track . . . but then, I had to find some way to learn 
the line on the unfamiliar portion of the competition course, right?  And, as long as I was  on track, 
there was no reason to go slow.  I had to give my student a ride to show him the line, right?   One 
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thing always lead to another, as it always does in our sport.  new tires, need new wheels, need new 
suspension bits, etc.
 
I learned a lot from my student.  Paraphrasing, he said, “Last year I came up to this event and it 
seemed to be all about the cars and who had the fastest car.  This year, it was about the driver and 
the focus was on improving skills.”  That hit home.   It is about improving skills.
 
Tim Oudin asked me for some feedback on the event.  Three words came to mind immediately: wel-
coming, respectful and safe.  I felt welcomed.  Drivers that blew the doors off my car did so in a very 
respectful way.  The entire program was run in a manner that made safety a priority.
 
 I had a ton of fun driving a car that should not be on track with 400+ HP cars, still I never felt intimi-
dated.  My student, in his much faster car felt the same, as he worked to improve his skills.
 
 I think this is important because HPDE events should not be intimidating or exclusionary.   We need 
more participants so we can have more events, regardless of the sponsoring club.     
 
 Sunday, my student rode in the GT4.  I think the owner took pity, seeing him riding in the beetle.  It 
was one more example of the welcoming and friendly aspect of a great weekend.  My student’s com-
ment after the ride, “you’re right, your car is slow.” 
 
 I reminded him a safe driver in an inexpensive car, or their wife’s “cute” yellow beetle, can have as 
much fun as everyone else, as long as the driver is respectful and safe.  We all look out for each oth-
er.   I also reminded him that a 14 year-old girl told me that her favorite car at the track was the beetle 
. . . not the GT4.  I disagree with her.   
 
I hope to participate in many more events, but the beetle may never show up again.    Thank all of the 
members of BMW CCA for being welcoming, respectful and for a safe weekend.”
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